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BIONICLE Stars is a bioNICLE sub-theme introduced in 2010 and was the last BIONICLE to be released before the BIONICLE break in 2010. The contents of the show Star's Detailed Line consisted of six final sets of BIONICLE that will be released before the break and was originally intended as a farewell to the theme of his retirement.
Each of the six sets was a cult race or character of BIONICLE, upgraded with the latest parts and construction techniques, and each includes a piece of Golden Armor to fit on the Tah shape. According to the story, the Stars sets have characters fighting on Bar Magna. Von Mata Nui, who has now taken over the body of a huge prototype
robot, needs to return to the planet Bara Magna with fragments of the planet Botha Magna and Aqua Magna. However, the robot prototype is too weak to pull the planet along with a gravitational explosion. Makuta, a haven taken over by the giant robot spirit of Mata Nui once inhabited, arrives at Bara Magna to defeat his brother. When
the two robots begin to fight, veteran Glatorian Gresh finds a small door in Makuta's leg. He wrenches his open, only to find that it is filled with Rahkshi Heat Vision and Skakdi. Sin quickly ducks behind the rock as enemies storm. Later, Takanuwa, Toa Light, comes out the door. Gresh assumes that he is another invader and attacks him.
Finding that they were fighting for the same side, they quickly became close and joined the fight against Makuta's forces. Skrall, once defeated by Mata Nui in his Glarian uniform, wants revenge and join the fight on Makuta's side. Tahu Nuva Mystic, Toa Fire, finds himself on Bara Magna. Mata Nui sends Kanohi Inyika, The Mask of Life,
to turn Tahu into his mat shape, creating a suit made of gold armor. He informs him that he must wear armor to defeat Makut and his henchmen. However, before Tahu can take it, Makuta sends an explosion of energy that scatters the armor over the battlefield. He meets with Takanuwa and Gresham, who agree to help him restore the
figures. Meanwhile, Makuta threatens to destroy the planet with an explosion of gravity, but Mata Nui manages to ward off the explosion. It falls into the fragments of Aqua Magna and Bota Magna, which begin to drift towards Bar Magna. Eventually, they find all the pieces and Tahu puts on armor, which causes raw energy to pulsate
through it and strike Kraat every Rahkshi on the battlefield, switching Rahkshi off. Sensing this, Makuta is distracted for a moment. Mata Nui sees his chance and pushes his brother into the path of the oncoming fragment of the planet Botha Magna. The fragment crashes into his head, destroying the robot's systems and killing him.
Skaddy and Scroll surrender, and Botha and Aqua Magna reunite with Bara Magna, forming the original planet Ofes Magna. In order to help Toa, Matoran and Glatorian, Mata Nui uses her energy to fill the surface of the planets with plants and wildlife, creating paradise. The prototype of the robot dissolves and Mata Nui returns to Kanohi
Ignika. He announces that he will remain in the mask so as not to be part of any further conflict. Sets Set Descriptions and Heritage 7116 Tahu is a red-orange figure. He holds a fiery sword as a weapon. This set is designed to have Golden Armor attached, and includes Golden Canohy Howe. This set resembles 8534 Taha. Tahu was the
leader of Toa Mata, and Toa Nuwa. It is the Toa Of Fire and has been changed back to its original form of Kanohi Inyika, so that the tahu can fit in gold armor. He made his debut in 2001. The 7117 Gresh is a lime green and dark green figure. He holds a blade in each hand. This set resembles an 8980 Gresh and includes a piece of Gold
Armor that can be used as a chest or shoulder armor. Gresh is a Glatorian veteran and controls the elementary power of the air. He made his debut in 2009. 7135 Takanuwa is a grey and white figure. He holds double light poles one in each hand and wears a Mask of Light. The set resembles the 8596 Takanuva and includes a piece of
Gold Armor that can be used as a chest or shoulder armor. Takanuwa is the legendary Toa Light, who used his powers to become a silver. He made his debut in 2003. 7136 Skrall - black and green figure. He holds one sword, with two others in his arms, and is based on the 8978 Skrall. This set includes the Golden Toa Nuva shoulder
armor element, which is used as a Pommel sword. Scroll has the power of shadow and is allied with Makuta. He made his debut in 2009. 7137 Piraka is a blue and grey figure. He holds a metal weapon in one hand. The set basically resembles the 8902 Vezok, although the actual character is called Nektann, and includes a piece of
Golden Armor that can be used as chest or shoulder armor. Nektann is Scaddy's warlord. Skaddy (Piraki Race) made his debut in 2006. 7138 Rahkshi is a yellow-grey figure. He keeps the headquarters of the thermal vision. The set is a common Rahkshi thermal vision and includes the Golden Gahlok-Kal Shield. Hkshi are makuta's
mortal henchmen and made his debut in 2003. The Combine Model was a competition for fans to name and characterize the combine model bioNICLE stars that can be built using all six sets. The model was named Gaardus and adopted into the canon. Gallery teaser image for the line. Advertising ArtworkGaardus CGI (model combine)
Tahu wearing The Golden ArmorTahu StarsSkrall StarsGresh StarsPiraka Stars (Nektann)Takanuva StarsRahkshi Thermal VisionAdd photo in this gallery of LEGO Notes paid a man named Patrick Boywin to make a video for BIONICLE STARS. LEGO wrote about it lego.com, and Patrick also posted it on his Youtube channel. The video
is very well done stop-moving, and the joints have been altered to actually move, as opposed to Sets. You can watch the video here. Club magazine LEGO showed a combination of models to combine all-stars bioNICLE to create a larger model. Go to 1 for instructions. This figure was first seen on the back of the last LEGO comic, this
code BIONICLEBUILD was above the contest to name it. Originally, the 2010 sets were the six Element Lords, the only residents of Bara Magna who have elementary powers. But the theme was cut for a full year, and as a result the sets were changed to remakes of fan favorites as retirement tributes to fans. 2010 was the only year that
BIONICLE kits did not have any form of long-range weapons (2001 in Matoran was Kanoka throwing discs and Pohatu was a stone ball, 2002 had the face clutching Krana, 2003 had Kohlii balls, 2004 had launchers with Kanoka discs, 2005 had Rohtuka Spinners, 2006 had spheres of zamora, 2007 had the squid Barraki and Cordak and
air spheres, 2008 had spheres Of Midak and The Ghost Blasters , and 2009 was Thornax Fruit) BIONICLE Stars, considered by many fans to be one of the worst sub-topics in the history of BIONICLE, with many believing that it was the weak end of the storyline, and criticizing the simplicity of the sets comparable to the Matoran figures of
2008 and Agori figures of 2009. In the database Brickset 17063 names. Members of Brickset wrote 36,374 set reviews. 9,054 members logged in in the last 24 hours, 19324 in the last 7 days, 31,610 last month. 475 people joined this week. There are currently 211,461 members. Between us we have 26,904,759 sets worth at least
US$823,795,788 and containing 8,149,154,478 pieces. If you have LEGO news, new images or something else to tell us about, send us a message. If you have a lot to tell us, use this contact form. Frequently asked questions about Brixet Privacy and Cookies Disclosure of Affiliate Marketing Information (en) Site Contact us LEGO, LEGO
logo, Minifigure, and brick and pen configuration are trademarks of LEGO Group companies. ©2020 LEGO Group. Brickset, the Brickset logo and all content not covered by the LEGO Group copyright, unless stated otherwise, ©1997-2020 Brickset ltd. All toys are served only by authorized distributors. It is covered by 100% Desertcart
Genuine Guarantee along with fast delivery. Company: LEGO. Release date: December 2009.Product type:Set.Powerful Glatorian! Now a Glatorian veteran with the elementary power of air, Gresh is ready to make new allies and fight new enemies to keep his people free. Gifted with the elemental power of Mata Nui, he will use the skills
he learned in the arena and in battle with Scroll to fend off Makuta's armies. Includes one of the six gold armor pieces. Gresh, the hero of BIONICLE, Two blades! Build a Golden BIONICLE! Collect all 6: 7116 Tahu, 7117 Gresh, 7135 Takanuwa, 7136 Skrall, 7137 Piraka and 7138 Rahkshi! Show more more are the instructions for the
creation of LEGO Bionicle Stars Gresh, which was released in 2010. Unfortunately, we don't have a PDF of these instructions. Disclaimer: LEGO® is a trademark of the LEGO Group ( ), which does not sponsor, authorize or endorse this version of the site's website: v2.2.1 Handbook Price Guide Color Guide Appear in Relationship
Delivery in: United States, Australia, Japan, China, Korea, Korea, Indonesia, Taiwan, Thailand, Hong Kong, Bahamas, Israel, Mexico, New ealand, Philippines, Singapore, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates, Kuwait, Bahrain, Malaysia, Chile, Costa Rica, Dominica, Grenada, St. Kitts Nevis, Turks and Caicos Islands, Bangladesh, Brunei
Darussalam, Bolivia, Egypt, French Guiana, Guadeloupe, Jordan, Cambodia, Macau, Martinique, Nicaragua, Pakistan, Paraguay, Uruguay, Canada, South Africa, Colombia, Antigua and Barbuda, St Lucia, Barbados, Bermuda, Cayman Islands, Sri Lanka, Maldives , Reunion, Montserrat Excluded: Europe, Russian Federation
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